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Who Is Jack Sigan?
Co-Founder and Principal Engineer of Whiskey Resources LLC
and Whiskey Systems Online, Jack Sigan has been in the
beverage alcohol industry since 2014 when he left a twelveyear career at Motorola Solutions. At Motorola, he worked in
a variety of software and systems engineering roles, as an
engineering manager, and as a system architect all within the
realm of mission-critical voice and data networks for
government and public safety.
Jack was no stranger to the distilling industry when he met
Donald Snyder (President of Whiskey Resources, LLC) in 2014,
with both his father and grandfather having been chemical
engineers specializing in petroleum processing and catalytic
cracking. Within a year of starting work on Whiskey Systems
Online, Jack decided to make the full time jump into the
distilling world and has not looked back. Jack’s formal
distilling education is vast including attending Six & Twenty
Distillery’s Distillery Management class and mentoring with
distillers across the country. 5 years later, Jack is now
recognized as an expert in the distilling industry and regularly invited to present on a variety of topics
including TTB compliance, distillery operations data tracking and trends, and manufacturing cost
accounting.
While building Whiskey Systems, Jack has worked with over 200 craft distillers on
everything from cost accounting best practices to implementing new functionality to
supporting specialized distillation requirements. Jack has also engaged
extensively with dozens of distillers for on-site compliance reviews,
implementations, and cost accounting setups. Combining forces with
Donald Snyder, Jack lectures on TTB compliance at numerous ADI and
ACSA conferences. Jack has designed and developed the Whiskey Systems Online
platform and cultivated a best-in-class engineering and support team to help distillers
navigate the complicated world of TTB compliance. In addition to managing the day-to-day, Jack consults
and advises distillers, owners, accountants, CEOs, CFOs, engineers, and a host of other friends in the
industry. He enjoys learning as much as possible about any topic including distilling, chemistry and
equipment design and using that to improve Whiskey Systems Online.
Jack earned his Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering
magna cum laude at Bradley University in Peoria, IL.

